Discussions of urban, suburban, or rural libraries in the summary sections are indexed. Additional data for all types of metropolitan status can be found in the data tables.

A
addition schedules. See workstation additions
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), 10
See also Broadband Initiatives Program (BIP); Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP)
apps, availability of, 92, 94, 100
Arizona, 43
Arkansas, 44
ARRA. See American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
audiobooks, downloadable, 36, 98
automated materials handling, 91

B
bandwidth. See connection speeds (bandwidth)
bandwidth connectivity. See connection speeds (bandwidth)
Broadband Initiatives Program (BIP), 10, 18
Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP)
applications for, 20 (fig B-15), 22
in California, 89, 93
grants from, 10, 18–19
in Oklahoma, 96, 98, 100
by type of project, 20 (fig B-16)
budget cuts. See funding sources
buildings. See funding sources
business plans, assistance with, 39
business services, 39

C
California
background, 89–90
challenges, 94–95
changes, 94
connectivity, 92–93
decreased hours, 7
e-book services, 37
funding, 90–91
overview, 89
state funding cuts, 20
successes, 95–96
summary data, 45
    technology resources, 91–92
    technology support and maintenance, 93–94
chat reference services in catalog, 92
Chula Vista (Calif.) Public Library, 90, 94
CIPA filtering and e-rate discounts, 17
civil service examination materials, 9, 24, 32, 34, 39
classes offered to users. See technology training
closures of libraries, 7, 21–22
club model for computer training, 92
collaborations. See partnerships
collection expenditures, decreases in, 21
Colorado, 7, 20, 46
computer hardware. See technology-related expenditures
computer labs, 91, 98, 100
computer skills. See technology training
computer software. See technology-related expenditures
computers. See workstations
Connecticut, 47
connection speeds (bandwidth), 29–32
    adequacy of, 7, 9 (fig. A-2), 31 (fig C-14), 32
    cost of upgrading, 29
    improvements in, 24, 29–30, 29 (fig C-9)
    by metropolitan status, 29 (fig C-10)
    in Oklahoma, 98
    plans to improve, 9, 25, 31 (fig C-15), 32
    and state libraries, 22
    See also shared bandwidth between wireless and workstations
connectivity discount programs. See E-rate discounts
connectivity issues. See connection speeds (bandwidth)
continuing education, support for, 35, 92
Contra Costa County (Calif.) Library, 37, 92, 95
costs
    of added workstations, 9, 28
    as challenge to provision of services, 25
    telecommunications, 15

D
    databases, 9, 24, 32, 39, 92
Delaware, 48
digital reference services, 36
digital rights management controls, 95
District of Columbia, 21, 31, 49
downloadable resources
    in California, 92, 94
    in Oklahoma, 98
See also audiobooks, downloadable; e-books
downtime (length of time to get computers back in service), 28–29, 28 (fig C-7), 93

E
e-book readers, access to, 24, 32, 37, 39, 92
e-books
  availability of, 32, 36 (fig C-20), 37
  in California, 94
  in Oklahoma, 98, 100
economic depression
  and reference services, 36
  and technology expenditures, 15
e-government services, 38 (fig C-22), 99
  assistance with, 34
  challenges to helping patrons, 38 (fig C-23)
  critical importance of, 9–10, 24, 32, 39
  increases in, 89
  only available online, 10, 99
electrical outlets, 9, 25, 28
electronic resources
  availability of, 35 (fig C-19), 36–37, 39
  increase in use of, 9, 24
employment information. See job-seeking services
entrepreneurs, services to, 39
E-rate discounts
  applications for, 17–18, 20 (fig B-13)
  libraries receiving, 20 (fig B-14)
  and state libraries, 22
expenditures, type of. See operating expenditures; "other" expenditures;
technology-related expenditures
expenditures change by funding source, 17 (fig B-8)

F
facilities. See infrastructure; space limitations
federal funding, 10, 14
  See also funding sources
federal grants for technology expenditures, 14–15
  See also Broadband Technology Opportunities Program (BTOP)
fees for services, 96
fiber optic Internet access, 31, 89, 92, 93
Florida, 7, 50
formal training for patrons, 32, 35, 91
free access to Internet, 8–9, 24
Friends groups as alternative funding source, 95
funding cuts
in California, 94
in Oklahoma, 97
trends, 7–8, 89
funding sources
in California, 90
expenditure changes, 17 (fig B-8)
Friends groups, 91
local and county, 21, 89
need for alternative, 95
for technology expenditures, 14–15
total operating expenditures, 14 (fig B-2)
See also federal funding; state funding

G
Gates (Bill and Melinda) Foundation, 92, 98, 100
genealogical research classes, 36
Georgia, 7, 20, 51
government as funding source. See federal funding; funding sources; state funding
government forms, assistance with, 34, 39, 99
government information, access to. See e-government services
grant funding
in California, 92
for technology expenditures, 14–15
See also federal grants for technology expenditures; funding sources
Guymon (Okla.) Public Library, 97. 98, 99, 100

H
hardware and IT support, 25–29
hardware/software expenditures, 15
See also technology-related expenditures; workstation additions; workstation replacements
Hawaii, 52
home-schooling, 35
homework help and homework resources, 36, 92
hours of operation
in California, 94
funded by Friends, 91
reductions in, 7, 8, 8 (fig. A-1), 24, 25, 89

I
Idaho, 20, 53
Illinois, 20, 54
Indiana, 55
information technology expenditures. See technology-related expenditures
information technology support. See IT support
information technology training. See technology training
infrastructure, 25, 91
See also connection speeds (bandwidth); electrical outlets; space limitations
Internet access
   increases in, 30 (fig. C-11)
   library as only free source, 8–9, 24
See also workstations
Internet connections. See connection speeds (bandwidth)
Internet services available, 32–35, 33 (fig C-16)
Internet workstations. See workstations
Internet-based services. See e-books; homework help and homework resources
investment information, training on, 36
Iowa, 56
IT support
   in California, 93–94, 95
   by non-technical staff, 25, 29, 99
   sources of, 28 (fig C-8)
See also downtime (length of time to get computers back in service)

J
job applications, assistance in completing, 34
job databases, access to, 9, 24, 32, 39
job-seeking services
   application assistance, 34
   availability of, 37 (fig C-21)
   challenges to helping patrons, 38 (fig C-23)
   critical importance of, 9–10, 24, 32, 39
   increases in, 89
   in Oklahoma, 99
   resumes and employment material, 9, 24, 34, 39
   training classes, 36
See also technology training

K
K-12 education, services supporting, 32
   See also homework help and homework resources
Kansas, 57
Kentucky, 20, 58

L
Langley (Okla.) Public Library, 97, 99
laptops for patrons, 100
length of time to get computers back in service. See downtime (length of time to get computers back in service)
libraries, types of. See rural libraries; suburban libraries; urban libraries; specific issues/features, e.g., IT support
library as only provider of free Internet access, 8–9, 24
library buildings. See space limitations
Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA), 89, 90, 94, 95
literacy services, cuts in, 21
local/county funding sources, 21, 89
See also funding sources
Louisiana, 59
LSTA (Library Services and Technology Act), 89, 90, 94, 95

M
Maine, 20
maintenance and support issues. See downtime (length of time to get computers back in service); IT support
Maryland, 60
Massachusetts, 61
materials budgets, cuts in, 21
Medicare information, 10, 39
metropolitan status. See rural libraries; suburban libraries; urban libraries; specific issues/features, e.g., IT support
Miami (Okla.) Public Library, 97, 98, 99
Michigan, 7, 20, 62
MidYork Library System (Utica, N.Y.), 21
Minnesota, 63
Mississippi, 64
Missouri, 65
mobile applications, availability of, 92, 94, 100
mobile computer labs, 91
Montana, 66

N
Nebraska, 67
netbook computers, 24, 32, 39, 91
Nevada, 20, 68
New Jersey, 7, 20, 22, 69
New Mexico, 70
New York, 71
North Carolina, 72
North Dakota, 21
Ohio, 7, 73

Oklahoma
- background, 96–97
- challenges, 99
- changes, 99
- connectivity, 98
- e-book services, 37, 100
- funding, 97
- overview, 96
- successes, 100
- summary data, 74
- technology resources, 97–98
- one-on-one technology assistance, 10, 36
  - Also technology training

See also technology training

online job applications, assistance with, 9, 39
online payment and registration services, 95
online training materials, 32
operating budgets
  - anticipated changes in, 13–14, 15 (fig B-3), 15 (fig B-4)
  - changes in, 13, 13 (fig B-1)
  - reductions in, 8
operating expenditures
  - average percentage change in, 18 (fig B-9)
  - changes in, 16–17
  - for computer purchases, 25
  - by funding source, 14 (fig B-2)
  - Also technology-related expenditures

Oregon, 75
"other" expenditures, 26
  - Also technology-related expenditures
outsourcing services, 91

P

Palos Verdes (Calif.) Library District, 91, 95
partnerships
  - in California, 96
  - and e-government services, 10, 24, 34, 39
patron technology training, 35–36
Pennsylvania, 20, 21
Plumas County (Calif.) Library, 91, 93, 94
point-of-use technology training, 24
  - Also technology training
Ponca City (Okla.) Public Library, 97, 98, 99, 100
property values and decline in tax revenues, 97
public access workstations. See workstations
Public Library Innovation Grants, 98

Q
QR (Quick Response) code technology, 92, 100

R
reference services and embedded chat in catalog, 92
repair times. See downtime (length of time to get computers back in service)
replacement of workstations. See workstation replacements
resume software, 9, 24, 34, 39
revenue sources. See funding sources
RFID technology, 91, 95
Rhode Island, 31, 76
rural libraries
  in California, 92
  connection speeds, 29–30
  numbers of workstations, 25
  operating expenditures, changes in, 19 (fig B-12)
sufficiency of workstations, 26
technology expenditures, 16
total expenditures, 17
training for patrons, 35
See also specific services, e.g., IT support

S
salary and benefits expenditures
  change in, 8, 13
  for technology staff, 15
San Bernardino County (Calif.) Library, 95
San Bruno (Calif.) Public Library, 91
San Diego County (Calif.) Library, 22, 91, 93, 94, 95
San Joaquin Valley (Calif.) Library System, 92, 95–96
San Jose (Calif.) Public Library, 14, 90, 94
Santa Clara County (Calif.) Library, 91, 92, 94, 96
school partnerships, 96
self-check terminals, 91, 92, 95
shared bandwidth between wireless and workstations, 9, 30 (fig. C-13), 32, 89, 93
Sierra County (Calif.) Library, 93
social networking, 36, 99
software expenditures. See technology-related expenditures
software training. See technology training
South Carolina, 20, 77
South Dakota, 21, 78
Southeastern Public Library System (Okla.), 97, 98, 100
space limitations, 9, 25, 28
spending power, erosion of, 14
staff and staffing
  in California, 90, 95
  expertise for e-government and job search support, 39, 99
  frozen or reduced levels of, 21, 39, 89
  at state libraries, 8
  See also IT support; salary and benefits expenditures
state funding
  in California, 90
  changes in, 21 (fig B-17)
  reductions in, 9, 20–21
  for technology expenditures, 14
  See also funding sources
state libraries
  budget cuts at, 8
  in California, 90
  and cuts in public library funds, 20–21
  and Internet access support, 22, 22 (fig B-18)
state-level data on public library Internet connectivity and use, 41–87, See also names of specific states, e.g., Alaska
suburban libraries
  connection speeds, 29–30
  increases in workstations, 25
  operating expenditures, changes in, 19 (fig B-11)
  sufficiency of workstations, 26–27
  technology expenditures, 16
  total expenditures, 17
  training for patrons, 35
  See also specific services, e.g., IT support
summer reading programs, cuts in, 21

T
tax bases, erosion of, 97
tax materials, access to, 10, 39
technology support. See IT support
technology training
  availability of, 24, 33 (fig C-17)
  in California, 92
  club model for, 92
  formal classes, 32, 34 (fig C-18), 35, 91
  in Oklahoma, 98
technology-related budget, anticipated changes to, 15 (fig B-5), 91
technology-related expenditures
  changes in, 14–15
  by type and funding source, 16 (fig B-6), 16 (fig B-7)
telecommunications costs, 15
   See also technology-related expenditures
Tennessee, 79
Texas, 7, 80
training. See technology training
Tulare County (Calif.) Library, 92, 95
Tulsa City-County (Okla.) Library, 97, 98, 99

U
unemployment benefits, assistance with, 39
upgrades and maintenance. See downtime (length of time to get computers back in service); workstation replacements
urban libraries
   connection speeds, 29–30
   impact of reductions on, 7
   increases in workstations, 25
   operating budget decreases in, 13
   operating expenditures, changes in, 18 (fig B-10)
   sufficiency of workstations, 26
   technology expenditures, 15–16
   total expenditures, 17
   training for patrons, 35
   See also specific services, e.g., IT support
user training. See technology training
Utah, 81

V
vendors as funding sources, 15
Vermont, 21, 82
video conferencing services, 100
Virginia, 83
virtual (digital) reference services, 36

W
W-2 forms online, 10, 99
Wagoner (Okla.) Public Library, 97, 98, 99, 100
Washington (state), 21, 84
West Virginia, 85
wireless (Wi-Fi) access
   availability of, 29, 30 (fig C-12)
   in California, 89, 91
   and electrical outlets, 28
   increases in, 9, 24, 25, 31–32
   in Oklahoma, 99
plans to add, 9
shared bandwidth with workstations, 9, 30 (fig C-13), 32, 89, 93
Wisconsin, 86
workstation additions
plans for, 9, 25, 28
schedules for, 27 (fig C-6)
workstation downtime. See downtime (length of time to get computers back in service)
workstation replacements
in California, 89, 93
deferment of, 89
in Oklahoma, 99
schedules for, 26 (fig C-3), 27–28, 27 (fig C-4–fig C-5)
workstations
age of, 25–26
average age of by metropolitan status, 26 (fig C-1)
average numbers available, 26 (fig C-1)
in California, 90
increases in, 24, 25
shared bandwidth with wireless, 9, 30 (fig. C-13), 32, 89, 93
sufficiency of, 25, 26–27, 26 (fig C-2)
workstations, use of, 9
Wyoming, 21, 87